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What happens when good writing is inspired by and served with a slice of pie and a shot of whiskey? Pie & Whiskey is a literary
event series started in Spokane, Washington, where the idea was to serve good pie, good whiskey, and good writers reading
prose or poetry about pie and whiskey. This collection features the best original work from the series by writers such as Anthony
Doerr, Elissa Washuta, Kim Barnes, and more. Proving that good writing is best served with a slice of pie and a shot of whiskey, a
smattering of pie recipes and whiskey-centric cocktails are included alongside dozens of surprising, funny, heartbreaking,
fantastically written stories and poems by Jess Walter, J Robert Lennon, Kim Barnes, and ML Smoker and more. Full contributor
list: Kim Addonizio • Steve Almond • Kim Barnes • Devin Becker • Judy Blunt • Anthony Doerr • Thom Caraway • Elizabeth J.
Colen • Debra Magpie Earling • Christopher Howell • Sherrie Flick • Jacob H. Fries • Nina Mukerjee Furstenau • Margot Kahn •
Meissa Kwasny • Kate Lebo • J. Robert Lennon • Samuel Ligon • Gary Copeland Lilley • Robert Lopez • Tod Marshall • Virginia
Reeves • Laura Read • Paisley Rekdal • Nicole Sheets • M. L. Smoker • Alexandra Teague • Rachel Toor • Robert Wrigley • Ed
Skoog • Jess Walter • Shawn Vestal • Elissa Washuta • Joe Wilkins • Nance Van Winckel • Kristen Millares Young • Maya
Jewell Zeller
This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition contains everything to celebrate Holy Communion
Order One throughout the church year. It combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition with Eucharistic material
from Times and Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services, and the Additional Collects.
Saturday Night and Sunday MorningA NovelOpen Road Media
British Social Realism details and explores the rich tradition of social realism in British cinema from its beginnings in the
documentary movement of the 1930s to its more stylistically eclectic and generically hybrid contemporary forms. Samantha Lay
examines the movements, moments and cycles of British social realist texts through a detailed consideration of practice, politics,
form, style and content, using case studies of key texts including Listen to Britain, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, Letter to
Brezhnev, and Nil by Mouth. In discussing the work of many prominent realist filmmakers, the book considers the challenges for
social realist film practice and production in Britain, now and in the future.
An account of the lives and high times of the late satirist, a writer for National Lampoon magazine and Saturday Night Live, where
he created the infamous "Mr. Bill" series, includes photographs and selections from his work. Reprint. AB.

The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware
of it. The hidden brain decides whom we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate and
convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less than the man doing the same job. It can
direct us to safety when disaster strikes and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated to
turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable
narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral
science to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices we make as individuals and as
a society. Filled with fascinating characters, dramatic storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing
exploration of the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they are revealed.
A candid and surprising memoir of the early life of one of England’s most acclaimed and enduring post-WWII writers.
Born in 1928 into a poverty-stricken family in working-class Nottingham, bestselling British novelist Alan Sillitoe’s
childhood was marked by his father’s unpredictable and violent rage, as well as a near-certain condemnation to a life of
labor on an assembly line. His family relocated frequently to avoid rent collectors, trading in one bug-infested hovel for
another. Though intelligent and curious, the young author-to-be failed his grammar school entrance exams, and it
seemed he was destined for work in a factory. The onset of Sillitoe’s teenage years, however, coincided with the
advance of Hitler into Russia, and the war offered a chance for the boy to seek out a different fate. At the age of fourteen,
Sillitoe used a fake ID to enroll in the Air Training Corps and went on to join the Ministry of Aircraft Production as an air
traffic control assistant. He dreamed of becoming a pilot, but the war ended just after he qualified for training and he was
instead shipped off to the Malayan jungle during the Communist insurgency as a radio operator for the Royal Air Force
(RAF). After two years of living from one wireless watch to the next—taking in bearings and atmospherics though the
radio, and exploring dangerous and primal landscapes by foot—Sillitoe finally returned to a prospectless postwar England
and was diagnosed with tuberculosis. But this curse soon became a blessing: In the RAF hospital, Sillitoe began to
read—everything from Kant to Descartes to Bernard Shaw—and he decided to become a writer. Already a veteran on an
RAF disability pension at the age of twenty-one, Sillitoe began writing full-time, neither his physical challenges nor his
numerous rejections from publishers deterring him in the least. He joined the Nottingham Writers’ Club, and his short
stories began to achieve some minor local success. Soon after, a chance meeting with the American poet Ruth Fainlight
led to full-blown love, and the two set off for France eager to live in a bucolic setting where they could dedicate all of their
time to writing. Circumstance and favorable exchange rates then led the couple to Spain where Sillitoe continued his
literary pursuits, met many artists and writers, had run-ins with gypsies, and even underwent police interrogations. Four
unpublished novels later—and after nearly a decade of honing his craft—Sillitoe finally found staggering success in his
working-class novel Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and his collection of short stories The Loneliness of the LongDistance Runner. Written with Sillitoe’s signature simplicity, this in-depth autobiography not only gives insight into the
formative years and mental maturation of one of Britain’s most influential writers, but also tells a great story of an
underprivileged man who, with perseverance, made the most of his particular fate.
The Open Door follows Saturday Night and Sunday Morning as the final volume in the Seaton series. Returning on a
troopship from Malaya in 1949, Brian Seaton (Arthur's brother) comes back to a Nottingham world of rationing, the black
market, a wife he no longer loves and a child who does not recognise him. He is full of life and lust, but he has
tuberculosis, forcing a long stay in a military hospital where he falls for first one nurse, then a second, while carrying on a
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relationship with another TB sufferer back in Nottingham. In the background, this partially autobiographical novel reveals
that Seaton is starting to write, meeting others like him as he realises there is a wider world than the back streets of his
Midlands home.
A New York Times bestseller Named a Best Book of 2020 by the Australian Book Review, AV Club, Books-a-Million,
Electric Literature, Esquire, the Financial Times, Good Housekeeping (UK), The Guardian, Kirkus Reviews, Literary Hub,
the New Statesman, the New York Public Library, NPR, the Star Tribune, and TIME Marilynne Robinson, winner of the
Pulitzer Prize and the National Humanities Medal, returns to the world of Gilead with Jack, the latest novel in one of the
great works of contemporary American fiction Marilynne Robinson’s mythical world of Gilead, Iowa—the setting of her
novels Gilead, Home, and Lila, and now Jack—and its beloved characters have illuminated and interrogated the
complexities of American history, the power of our emotions, and the wonders of a sacred world. Jack is Robinson’s
fourth novel in this now-classic series. In it, Robinson tells the story of John Ames Boughton, the prodigal son of Gilead’s
Presbyterian minister, and his romance with Della Miles, a high school teacher who is also the child of a preacher. Their
deeply felt, tormented, star-crossed interracial romance resonates with all the paradoxes of American life, then and now.
Robinson’s Gilead novels, which have won one Pulitzer Prize and two National Book Critics Circle Awards, are a vital
contribution to contemporary American literature and a revelation of our national character and humanity.
Born into a magical Cree world in snowy northern Manitoba, Champion and Ooneemeetoo Okimasis are all too soon torn
from their family and thrust into the hostile world of a Catholic residential school. Their language is forbidden, their names
are changed to Jeremiah and Gabriel, and both boys are abused by priests. As young men, estranged from their own
people and alienated from the culture imposed upon them, the Okimasis brothers fight to survive. Wherever they go, the
Fur Queen--a wily, shape-shifting trickster--watches over them with a protective eye. For Jeremiah and Gabriel are
destined to be artists. Through music and dance they soar.
In this accessible historical overview of Sunday, noted scholar Justo Gonzalez tells the story of how and why Christians have
worshiped on Sunday from the earliest days of the church to the present. After discussing the views and practices relating to
Sunday in the ancient church, Gonzalez turns to Constantine and how his policies affected Sunday observances. He then recounts
the long process, beginning in the Middle Ages and culminating with Puritanism, whereby Christians came to think of and strictly
observe Sunday as the Sabbath. Finally, Gonzalez looks at the current state of things, exploring especially how the explosive
growth of the church in the Majority World has affected the observance of Sunday worldwide. Readers of this book will rediscover
the joy and excitement of Sunday as early Christians celebrated it and will find fresh, inspiring perspectives on Sunday amid our
current culture of indifference and even hostility to Christianity.
The long-anticipated sequel to Alan Sillitoe’s bestselling classic 1950s novel Saturday Night and Sunday Morning Arthur and
Brian Seaton are heading back to their hometown, Nottingham, some forty-odd years after the close of Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning. The brothers plan to surprise Brian’s first love, Jenny Tuxford, on her seventieth birthday. Arthur, the notorious lothario,
still has some of his old spark, but it has been hampered by domestic life and his wife’s recent cancer diagnosis. Meanwhile,
Brian, now a failed novelist but successful television writer living in London, is struggling with dissatisfaction and emotional regrets.
He and Jenny had fooled around in their teenage years—a lot of heavy petting through complicated clothing on her parents’
settee—but Jenny ended up marrying someone else. Now that Jenny’s husband has passed away, will sparks fly between her and
Brian again? It is clear that the Nottingham of their youth no longer exists. The trams are now buses; the collieries and
ironmongers have been replaced by cell phone shops and halal grocers; new high-rise apartments have sprung up; and the idle
young hang around the city pubs whining about the dole. Where Saturday Night and Sunday Morning portrayed the chaotic energy
of youth, Birthday is an investigation of the other end of the spectrum: the contemplation of missed chances and terminal decline,
and the awareness that “death’s blackout could descend at any minute.” This ebook features an illustrated biography of Alan
Sillitoe including rare images from the author’s estate.
Alan Sillitoe’s bestselling debut novel about debauchery, infidelity . . . and the morning after Arthur Seaton, a ladies’ man and
factory-worker extraordinaire, has just downed seven gins and eleven pints at his local pub. Thoroughly smashed, he proceeds to
tumble down an entire flight of stairs, pass out, and wake up again only to vomit on a middle-aged couple. Luckily Arthur’s lover,
Brenda—a married woman with two kids—lets Arthur escape to her bed. Such are Saturdays in this bachelor’s life. When Arthur is
not romancing Brenda, evading her husband, or drinking himself silly, he is turning up his nose at authority, disparaging the army,
and trying to avoid paying too much income tax. Moreover, Arthur’s rapscallion ways soon lead him into the bed of Brenda’s
younger sister—who is also married. But no matter how much fun there is to be had, every Saturday night has its Sunday morning,
replete with hangovers and consequences: A local bigmouth starts gossiping about Arthur’s affairs, Brenda gets pregnant, the
husbands find out what’s been going on, and Arthur suffers a terrible beating. Perhaps the time has come for this playboy to settle
down and marry that third woman he has been seeing on the side . . . One of the first books to sell over a million copies in the UK
when it was released in paperback, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning has since become a key literary reference of postwar
British culture and society, as well as a classic British New Wave film. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Alan Sillitoe
including rare images from the author’s estate.
A hilariously candid account of one woman's quest to bring her post-baby marriage back from the brink, with life-changing, realworld advice. "Get this for your pregnant friends, or yourself." --People Recommended by Nicole Cliffe in Slate Featured in People
Picks A Red Tricycle Best Baby and Toddler Parenting Book of the year One of Mother magazine's favorite parenting books of the
year How Not To Hate Your Husband After Kids tackles the last taboo subject of parenthood: the startling, white-hot fury that new
(and not-so-new) mothers often have for their mates. After Jancee Dunn had her baby, she found that she was doing virtually all
the household chores, even though she and her husband worked equal hours. She asked herself: How did I become the 'expert' at
changing a diaper? Many expectant parents spend weeks researching the best crib or safest car seat, but spend little if any time
thinking about the titanic impact the baby will have on their marriage - and the way their marriage will affect their child. Enter Dunn,
her well-meaning but blithely unhelpful husband, their daughter, and her boisterous extended family, who show us the ways in
which outmoded family patterns and traditions thwart the overworked, overloaded parents of today. On the brink of marital
Armageddon, Dunn plunges into the latest relationship research, solicits the counsel of the country's most renowned couples' and
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sex therapists, canvasses fellow parents, and even consults an FBI hostage negotiator on how to effectively contain an "explosive
situation." Instead of having the same fights over and over, Dunn and her husband must figure out a way to resolve their larger
issues and fix their family while there is still time. As they discover, adding a demanding new person to your relationship means
you have to reevaluate--and rebuild--your marriage. In an exhilarating twist, they work together to save the day, happily returning
to the kind of peaceful life they previously thought was the sole province of couples without children. Part memoir, part self-help
book with actionable and achievable advice, How Not To Hate Your Husband After Kids is an eye-opening look at how the man
who got you into this position in this first place is the ally you didn't know you had.
At 22 years of age, Arthur Seaton is a hard-drinking lathe operator in a bicycle factory. Before long, however, his devil may care
life-style gets him into some serious trouble, and Arthur's life takes a turn that not even he could have imagined.
In this rich exploration of music, authors Don and Emily Saliers interweave their own stories as well as those of others to reflect on the what,
the how, and the why of music as a key aspect of spirituality in our lives. As an Indigo Girl, folk-rock singer-songwriter, Emily performs in
primarily secular settings, while her father, Don - composer, cantor, and church musician - writes and arranges for church congregations.
Their audiences may differ but both father and daughter understand the profound spirituality of music and have personally witnessed how
their music brings healing to people no matter what the setting or circumstance. A Song to Sing, A Life to Live bridges two generations, two
approaches to spirituality, and two genres of music - the music of Saturday night and Sunday morning. Don and Emily Saliers reflect on such
topics as music and justice, music and grief, music and delight, and music and hope. They open the way for those who seek to embrace new
spiritual practices by creating music, sharing music, and developing their musical skills as a spiritual practice.
Ultima, a curandera, one who cures with herbs and magic, comes to Antonio Marez's New Mexico family when he is six years old, and she
helps him discover himself in the magical secrets of the pagan past.
An important new voice for African-American theatre, Katori Hall explores the lives of black and often invisible Americans with vivid language,
dynamic narratives and richly textured characterisation. Hoodoo Love is Hall's debut play, a tale of love, magic, jealousy and secrets in 1930s
Memphis, written in vivid language which captures the spirit of the Blues. Saturday Night/Sunday Morning is set in a Memphis beauty
shop/boarding house during the final days of WWII. Rich with humor and history, it is a story about friendship and finding love in unexpected
places. Winner of the Olivier Award for Best New Play 2009, The Mountaintop is a historical-fantastical two hander, portraying the
penultimate day in the life of Martin Luther King. Hurt Village won the 2011 Susan Smith Blackburn Prize. Set in a real-life Memphis housing
project, it explores in vivid and at times brutal detail a long-lasting legacy of drug abuse, child abuse, crime, and self-hatred within a poor,
working-class, multi-generational Black family. This first collection of Katori Hall's dramatic works demonstrate her unique voice for the
theatre, which is visceral, passionate and energetic. Hall portrays disenfranchised portions of society with fearless humanity and startling
accomplishment.
"It's the end of a long summer in Hurt Village, a housing project in Memphis, Tennessee. A government Hope Grant means relocation for
many of the project's residents, including Cookie, a thirteen-year-old aspiring rapper, along with her mother, Crank, and great-grandmother,
Big Mama. As the family prepares to move, Cookie's father, Buggy, unexpectedly returns from a tour of duty in Iraq. Ravaged by the war,
Buggy struggles to find a position in his disintegrating community, along with a place in his daughter's wounded heart."--Publisher description.
An existential saga of working-class life in a British factory town and military service in the torrid jungles of the Far East from award-winning,
bestselling author Alan Sillitoe Key to the Door turns away from the boisterous pursuits of Arthur Seaton made infamous in Saturday Night
and Sunday Morning, and focuses instead on the quieter rebellions of his older brother, Brian. Brian’s childhood and adolescence in the
grimy streets of Nottingham are shaped by the Depression-era struggles of his family, the life and culture of the factory town, and the love
and bullying of his iron-willed grandfather and erratic father. When Brian reaches adulthood, he frequents the local pubs, works hard at a
cardboard factory, and runs into a sticky situation with a woman named Pauline that obliges him to marry her. Soon though, he is conscripted
for the postwar occupation of Malaya, and his true colors begin to show. Brian declares that he only wears his uniform to collect his paycheck;
he shows contempt for the soldiers who obey the rules; he pursues a relationship with an exotic Chinese dancer; and he sends poetry into
the jungle in Morse code. At once a vivid family portrait and a study of “the desolate, companionless void of protest” prevalent in postwar
England, Key to the Door establishes the Seaton Novels as a broad and sweeping saga of twentieth-century British life, set against the
backdrop of Nottingham. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Alan Sillitoe including rare images from the author’s estate.
Including more than 30 of the greatest hymns of all time, Sunday Morning Companion is designed as a practical resource for church pianists.
These arrangements are appropriate for preludes, offertories and postludes, and are written so that minimal preparation time is required.
Additionally, the pieces are arranged in a variety of styles that will fit many different worship settings. Titles: * All Creatures of Our God and
King * All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name * Amazing Grace * And Can It Be That I Should Gain? * Be Thou My Vision * Blessed Assurance *
Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing * Come, Christians, Join to Sing * Doxology * Eternal Father, Strong to Save * Fairest Lord Jesus * For
the Beauty of the Earth * Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken * His Eye Is On the Sparrow * Holy, Holy, Holy * How Firm a Foundation * I
Need Thee Every Hour * It Is Well with My Soul * Jesus Loves Me * Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee * Mighty Fortress Is Our God, A * My Faith
Has Found a Resting Place * My Jesus, I Love Thee * O God, Our Help in Ages Past * O Sacred Head, Now Wounded * O Worship the King
* Praise Ye the Lord * Savior, Like a Shepherd Lead Us * Take My Life and Let It Be * This Is My Father's World * We Gather Together *
What a Friend We Have in Jesus * When I Survey the Wondrous Cross.
Up-and-coming dramatist Rajiv Joseph is an artist of original talent. --NY Times. Irresistibly odd and exciting...This darkly humorous drama is
Rajiv Joseph's most satisfying work. --NY Daily News. This wondrous strange two-hander finds as much humor as
A rhyming story in which children, dogs, a cat, and geese go out and enjoy themselves on a Saturday morning, even though things don't go
quite as planned.
Bradford riots, 7-8 July 2001: over 300 police officers injured, 297 people arrested. Two hundred jail sentences issued totalling 604 years.
Estimated damage: 7 million. Saturday Night and Sunday Morning marks the tenth anniversary of the Bradford riots in this thought-provoking,
fascinating and balanced book."
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